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          LIVE NOW

          12:00 am

          

          
              Shipping Wars

            It's My Party and I'll Shoot You If I Want To

            
              
                	
                    
                      S5 | E12
                    
                  
	It's My Party and I'll Shoot You If I Want To 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    A little girl's birthday dream playhouse, turns into a nightmare when Marc discovers in route, that the house has a squatter. And Roy deals with more security than he bargained for after he lands a top secret government run.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          12:30 am

          

          
              Shipping Wars

            Highway to the Stranger Zone

            
              
                	
                    
                      S6 | E3
                    
                  
	Highway to the Stranger Zone 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Things get spirited when Jenn realizes her load of antique dolls come with "passengers", and newcomer Dusty Davie ends up in a dog fight with a Russian era MIG fighter.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          1:00 am

          

          
              Shipping Wars

            Three Horses and a Funeral

            
              
                	
                    
                      S6 | E4
                    
                  
	Three Horses and a Funeral 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    After picking up a simple coin operated carousel, Jarrett ends up going in circles when the buyer calls in-route with other loads that need hauling, but double threat Todd and Tamera are almost DOA when their fragile 140 year old horse drawn hearse shows up to the drop off with missing items.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          1:30 am

          

          
              Shipping Wars

            A Tactical Disaster

            
              
                	
                    
                      S6 | E5
                    
                  
	A Tactical Disaster 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    After Jenn attempts to drive a decked-out armored, assault vehicle to its buyer, the ride turns out to be little more than she bargained for. Marc faces a wall of storms as he attempts to deliver the daredevil motorcycle ride--"Wall of Death."
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          2:00 am

          

          
              Shipping Wars

            Head Today, Gong Tomorrow

            
              
                	
                    
                      S6 | E6
                    
                  
	Head Today, Gong Tomorrow 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Jenn gets an earful when her pricey load of prayer gongs almost misses their uptight buyer, but when Jarrett's load is delayed by a day he ends up catching hell and a few catcalls handling a side job on the Vegas strip.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          2:30 am

          

          
              Shipping Wars

            Spaced Invaders

            
              
                	
                    
                      S6 | E7
                    
                  
	Spaced Invaders 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Marc's run to "far out" Roswell leaves him proud to be from this world, while Todd and Tamera end up needing more than a few quarters to extend their vintage game pod run.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          3:01 am

          

          
              Shipping Wars

            I Can't Believe It's Not Better

            
              
                	
                    
                      S6 | E8
                    
                  
	I Can't Believe It's Not Better 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Things melt down, when Jenn tackles the dismantling of a butter sculpture in the Texas heat, while Jessica Samko makes her stage debut by running late and ruining a middle school play's dress rehearsal.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          3:31 am

          

          
              Shipping Wars

            Fiberglass, Steel, and Iron Wills

            
              
                	
                    
                      S6 | E9
                    
                  
	Fiberglass, Steel, and Iron Wills 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    It's a clash of egos when Marc and Jarrett find that both of their shipments are headed to the same drop off. After Jarrett asks Marc for a favor, he discovers that favor turned into the short end of the stick.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          4:00 am

          

          
              Shipping Wars

            Perfect Like Roy

            
              
                	
                    
                      S6 | E10
                    
                  
	Perfect Like Roy 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Jenn learns that Roy Garber's "perfect, just like me" was more than a catch-phrase when she's tasked with transporting a load that was once shipped by the legend... and it's a small world meanwhile, as Dusty feels the weight of making the deadline for a steel globe that's set to open a new ball park.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          4:30 am

          

          
              Shipping Wars

            Hernias and Hissy Fits

            
              
                	
                    
                      S6 | E11
                    
                  
	Hernias and Hissy Fits 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Marc is weighed down by a load that might just be more than the Snortin' Boar can tackle. Meanwhile, Dusty gets stuck hauling some very unique art sculptures and learns a few lessons along the way--tape might not fix everything.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          5:00 am

          

          
              Paid Programming

            Info-Documentaries.

            
              
                	Info-Documentaries. 
	


                
                  
                    Informational programming.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          5:30 am

          

          
              Paid Programming

            Info-Documentaries.

            
              
                	Info-Documentaries. 
	


                
                  
                    Informational programming.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          6:00 am

          

          
              Joseph Prince

            Joseph Prince

            
              
                	
                    
                      S1 | E0
                    
                  
	Joseph Prince 
	


                
                  
                    With more than two decades of full-time ministry behind him, Joseph Prince is today a leading voice in proclaiming the gospel of grace around the world.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          6:30 am

          

          
              Election 2016 with Kenny Hotz

            Elevation with Steven Furtick

            
              
                	
                    
                      S1 | E0
                    
                  
	Elevation with Steven Furtick 
	


                
                  
                    Elevation with Steven Furtick focuses on the strength of God in our everyday struggles.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          7:00 am

          

          
              Joni Table Talk

            Joni: Table Talk

            
              
                	
                    
                      S1 | E0
                    
                  
	Joni: Table Talk 
	


                
                  
                    Joni Lamb, a seasoned interviewer, author, and respected leader in the global faith-based community, hosts this roundtable discussion tackling a wide range of relevant issues and hard-hitting topics with candor, humor, and wit.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          7:30 am

          

          
              David Jeremiah

            David Jeremiah

            
              
                	
                    
                      S1 | E0
                    
                  
	David Jeremiah 
	


                
                  
                    A message of hope from David Jeremiah of Turning Point.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          8:00 am

          

          
              Storage Wars

            Let's Give 'Em Something to Tonka About

            
              
                	
                    
                      S12 | E9
                    
                  
	Let's Give 'Em Something to Tonka About 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    It's a long way to Murietta, and Dave is counting on his competition being unwilling to buy a big locker they need to move. Justin finds a partner in the crowd and swings a decent locker. Ivy and Ivy, Jr. find their day somewhat therapeutic. Mary finally finds a tiny treasure to take home.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          8:30 am

          

          
              Storage Wars

            Fowl Play

            
              
                	
                    
                      S12 | E10
                    
                  
	Fowl Play 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    The buyers head to Torrance, where Dave sees his profits grow--amongst other things. Mary finds clothes that don't fit her--which turns out to be a good thing. And Kenny takes a chance at being an early bird--but winds up looking more like a dodo.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          9:00 am

          

          
              Storage Wars

            What Came First: The Chicken or the Auction?

            
              
                	
                    
                      S12 | E11
                    
                  
	What Came First: The Chicken or the Auction? 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Overwhelmed by the sheer number of units up for auction in Rialto, Mary and Ivy wager that each can better predict final locker prices than the other. Dave's locker closely resembles a chop shop, while Rene and Tatianna catch a stash of vintage sporting goods.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          9:30 am

          

          
              Storage Wars

            A Sale of Two Cities

            
              
                	
                    
                      S12 | E3
                    
                  
	A Sale of Two Cities 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Emily brings her mother along with her to Walnut, and Darrell wastes no time finding an advantage. Ivy and Ivy, Jr. clean up with their locker. Following on to Whittier, Kenny gets some advice from a music legend, while Shana and Edwina settle for thrifting what's in front of them.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          10:00 am

          

          
              Storage Wars

            The Wind Beneath My Bids

            
              
                	
                    
                      S12 | E12
                    
                  
	The Wind Beneath My Bids 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    30+mph winds batter Desert Hot Springs, and the buyers do their best to keep standing. Rene and Gunther dust off an old locker. Brandi and Jarrod's unit takes a turn and ends up lapping the competition, while Kenny steps up his game big time.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          10:30 am

          

          
              Storage Wars

            Not All That Glitters Is Gourd

            
              
                	
                    
                      S12 | E13
                    
                  
	Not All That Glitters Is Gourd 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Back in the city of Orange, the Vegas Ladies arrive in vintage style, though not everyone agrees. Casey finds the chutzpah to pick up a good unit. Darrell tries to peddle his wares to Emily, but settles for a decent locker.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          11:00 am

          

          
              Storage Wars

            Mistress of the Snark

            
              
                	
                    
                      S12 | E14
                    
                  
	Mistress of the Snark 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Ivy thinks he's a comedian in Stanton but the gizmo in his locker is no joke. Brandi and Jarrod make sure that what they find in their unit doesn't stay there. Kenny's vintage entertainment lands him an excuse to meet a cult TV host.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          11:30 am

          

          
              Storage Wars

            Drama in the LBC

            
              
                	
                    
                      S12 | E16
                    
                  
	Drama in the LBC 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    North Long Beach doesn't really bring out the best in the buyers, though they do manage to make a charitable contribution. Darrell and Dave wager on who got the better locker in a sister set. Brandi and Jarrod spend way too much but see their treasure soar.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          12:00 pm

          

          
              Storage Wars

            Weekend at Barry's

            
              
                	
                    
                      S12 | E2
                    
                  
	Weekend at Barry's 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Kenny is feeling nostalgic in Koreatown, so he brings along an old friend, which may or may not have been a good idea. Brandi and Jarrod sweeten their profit in an unexpected way. Ivy tolerates the big city in an effort to find some name brand goodies.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          12:30 pm

          

          
              Storage Wars

            The Jenny, the Baker, the Prosthetics Maker

            
              
                	
                    
                      S12 | E1
                    
                  
	The Jenny, the Baker, the Prosthetics Maker 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    It's Brandi's birthday, so naturally, Jarrod brings her to an auction in Menifee. Darrell tries to find another "All Ten" locker, needing a leg up to do so. Rene stands his ground to protect his honor. While Mary brings her pal from Texas in to put her California counterparts in their place.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          1:00 pm

          

          
              Storage Wars

            Nowhere to Formaldehyde

            
              
                	
                    
                      S12 | E15
                    
                  
	Nowhere to Formaldehyde 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Back in Hawaiian Gardens, Emily's husband Cody misses a bid and stirs up trouble. Brandi and Jarrod put their faith in the cowboy and end up facing their mortality. The Vegas Ladies struggle to be seen before they find their stones, while Ivy revisits some of his glory days... in a way.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          1:30 pm

          

          
              Storage Wars

            They Shoe Horses, Don't They

            
              
                	
                    
                      S12 | E4
                    
                  
	They Shoe Horses, Don't They 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Out in Hesperia, Mary's transportation troubles lead to teaming up with Kenny and taking him out to pasture. Darrell shows the next generation of Gambler how it's done. The Vegas Ladies' mid-century style lets them write their own ticket.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          2:00 pm

          

          
              Storage Wars

            Bits and Pizzas

            
              
                	
                    
                      S13 | E2
                    
                  
	Bits and Pizzas 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    The King of Montebello can't wait to see what he can drum up this time around. Rene sniffs out a great locker, stepping over the competition to get it. Kenny does his best to fire up his profits. And Brandi just can't see the potential in the units... literally.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          2:30 pm

          

          
              Storage Wars

            Queen-baya!

            
              
                	
                    
                      S13 | E6
                    
                  
	Queen-baya! 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    The buyers get wind of some interesting units in Santa Clarita. Ivy and Isaiah chose quantity over quality... and it pays off. Brandi gets fancy sneaking a unit from everyone else. And Kenny finds himself searching for his soul sister.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          3:00 pm

          

          
              Storage Wars

            Lets Make a Dill!

            
              
                	
                    
                      S13 | E3
                    
                  
	Lets Make a Dill! 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Back in Montebello, Brandi and her buddy set the wayback machine and discover a roaring good time. Darrell makes the most of the little he's got. And Kenny fills his piggy bank, while courting an unfamiliar pastime.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          3:30 pm

          

          
              Storage Wars

            Mirro, Mirro, on the Floor

            
              
                	
                    
                      S13 | E4
                    
                  
	Mirro, Mirro, on the Floor 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    In Santa Ana, Dan and Laura hope for better units and better buyers. Rene tries to capitalize on warehouse sales and scoots away with a deal. Jarrod finally buys the locker he wants... and treats himself after to a spa day; while Darrell reflects on what it means to buy lockers full of antiques.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          4:00 pm

          

          
              Storage Wars

            Santanas Are Coming to Town

            
              
                	
                    
                      S13 | E1
                    
                  
	Santanas Are Coming to Town 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Recently separated, Brandi and Jarrod find themselves at the same auction, and tensions flare. So much so, that she gets the Laura treatment, and he regresses to his childhood self. Meanwhile, Ivy schools Ivy Jr., who needs to get his footing before he can take over the family business.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          4:30 pm

          

          
              Storage Wars

            Let My Lockers Go

            
              
                	
                    
                      S13 | E12
                    
                  
	Let My Lockers Go 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Ivy confuses profit with prophet, but still manages to climb his way to success. Kenny tries to honor the history of San Bernardino, recording a win along the way. Brandi shows her literary prowess volume by volume.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          5:00 pm

          

          
              Storage Wars

            Breaking Bread

            
              
                	
                    
                      S13 | E8
                    
                  
	Breaking Bread 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Kenny treats Perris, CA like a European vacation, picking up girls along the way. Jarrod's crappy locker doesn't offer him any protection. Rene's tools end up being older than he expects.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          5:30 pm

          

          
              Storage Wars

            Rules #1

            
              
                	
                    
                      S13 | E5
                    
                  
	Rules #1 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Ivy brings his son to Moreno Valley, where good things always happen, and leaves with yo-yo's of an unexpected kind. Rene and Casey discover that their shoes are more "air" and less "Jordan." Kenny tries to level up his locker, while Lisa learns to look beyond the trash.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          6:00 pm

          

          
              Storage Wars

            A Plane Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest

            
              
                	
                    
                      S13 | E10
                    
                  
	A Plane Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    The gang is on final approach in Riverside. Darrell listens to his sports sense and it pays off. Ivy & Ivy get distracted by a decoy, but manage to find the bills in the end. Brandi tries to teach Danielle a lesson about the true meaning of trash.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          6:30 pm

          

          
              Storage Wars

            Game of Groans: Whittier Is Coming

            
              
                	
                    
                      S13 | E7
                    
                  
	Game of Groans: Whittier Is Coming 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Kenny tries to reclaim the title of "King of Whittier" but has trouble amassing any shillings. Ivy & Ivy brave the cold to find their fortunes. Lisa finally graduates to full-fledged buyer, finding an unlikely mentor along the way.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          7:00 pm

          

          
              Storage Wars

            Stanton and Redeliver

            
              
                	
                    
                      S13 | E14
                    
                  
	Stanton and Redeliver 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    A confident Kenny has a 3-step plan for success in Stanton. Darrell helps Kimber find winning items for her new boutique. Rene brings Casey, who needs a distraction. And Laura takes lead as auctioneer, while Dan... holds the clipboard.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          7:30 pm

          

          
              Storage Wars

            Dr. D and the Mystery Machines

            
              
                	
                    
                      S13 | E9
                    
                  
	Dr. D and the Mystery Machines 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Less is mostly more in Brea. Rene swings for the fences on a costly gamble. Brandi has to dig through trash but really puts her heart into it nonetheless. While Ivy and Pops clear up confusion over a massive mysterious mechanism.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          8:00 pm

          

          
              Storage Wars

            Older and Weiss-er

            
              
                	
                    
                      S13 | E11
                    
                  
	Older and Weiss-er 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Everything seems like business as usual in West Covina, until a crazy-looking vintage Mercury Zephyr pulls up, revealing an old friend. Darrell and his buddy stumble over the ultimate Sketch artist. Ivy and his son can't seem to pick a lane, while Kenny and company find the time to make it all worthwhile.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          8:30 pm

          

          
              Storage Wars

            Fears of a Clown

            
              
                	
                    
                      S13 | E13
                    
                  
	Fears of a Clown 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    It's a regular father and son shootout in Victorville, as Ivy and Pops try to prove who among them is the most profitable. Brandi's secret weapon lands her more than she bargained for but luckily, Kenny is there to brighten her day.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          9:00 pm

          

          
              Storage Wars

            The Old Man and the Spree

            
              
                	
                    
                      S13 | E15
                    
                  
	The Old Man and the Spree 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Kenny's fear of sharks inspires a controversial wardrobe choice in Oceanside. Rene brings his "bargain army" along to try and intimidate the competition, while he gets his slice of the loot. Darrell won't take 'no' for an answer, moving full steam ahead.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          9:30 pm

          

          
              Storage Wars

            Not So Easy Rider

            
              
                	
                    
                      S13 | E17
                    
                  
	Not So Easy Rider 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Barry rolls up to Riverside with his own masked bidder, and the two develop a winning strategy. Brandi and Danielle's mystery balls take them to South America... sort of. Rene needs a cleanse after going through his risque room.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          10:00 pm

          

          
              Storage Wars

            She Bidded Me With Science!

            
              
                	
                    
                      S13 | E16
                    
                  
	She Bidded Me With Science! 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Lisa decides to be fact-based in Placentia, inadvertently complicating international relations. Ivy and his son conjure up a locker with some mysterious sports equipment. Rene won't be taken advantage of and it allows him to record a nice win.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          10:30 pm

          

          
              Storage Wars

            An Austrian in Perris

            
              
                	
                    
                      S13 | E18
                    
                  
	An Austrian in Perris 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Brandi is all smiles in Perris, as she does everything she can to stay positive. Darrell lights it up on a unit with some vintage totes, while Gunter plays on Rene's last nerve, insisting on a locker (almost) full of garbage.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          11:01 pm

          

          
              Storage Wars

            Pretty Fly... for a Locker!

            
              
                	
                    
                      S13 | E19
                    
                  
	Pretty Fly... for a Locker! 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    San Bernardino brings out the warrior in Ivy, who goes up against an upstart buyer. Kenny has his eye on a locker that leaves him needing a massage; while Lisa angles for a smaller unit but ends up with the catch of the day.
                  

                

              

              
              
            

          


        
	
          LIVE NOW

          11:31 pm

          

          
              Storage Wars

            High Tea and Boxed Whine

            
              
                	
                    
                      S13 | E20
                    
                  
	High Tea and Boxed Whine 
	tv-pg


                
                  
                    Brandi lets Danielle lead the way in Santa Ana, and their bargain purchase is a trip. Rene takes a gamble on interesting packaging and Ivy discovers that his acquisition may be a total game changer.
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